RemoteTX - AI7R Keyer operational instructions
This Keyer is specially designed to be used with the RemoteTX.com remote control system as
it incorporates the VFO and PTT as well as a K3NG based keyer that outputs characters
through the USB port. It does, however, have a keyed output for local radio keying if desired.
When attaching to your computer’s USB port for the rst time, the computer will think you are
plugging in a new keyboard. You should skip any selection of keyboard that it requests and it
should assume you are using a basic keyboard. You should also hear HI in code on power up.
Take it personally. It is, indeed, happy to see you.

The operation is very simple.
A-

Keyer speed. You can adjust as you are sending.
By pressing that knob will enter the command mode and the green LED (D) will light up.

B-

VFO control

C-

Move left on the VFO resolution on the screen

D-

LED comes on when the keyer is in the command mode

E-

Move right on the VFO resolution on the screen

F-

PTT
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Side note: Since the keyer basically types as if it is a keyboard, you can use it with any program
on your computer. Some of us can send CW far faster than typing, so there you go. Send
emails, texts, whatever.

G-

Key out jack for keying a local radio. The only front panel controls that will work are the
speed control and the command LED when using local.

H-

Paddle input

K-

USB/Power - This single port is for power as well as USB out and will act like a
keyboard

By pressing the Speed control (A) you will hear a low/high double beep. This puts the keyer in
the command mode. You can send some simple one letter commands to change the
characteristics of the keyer. Sending a simple ‘E’ for example will respond with what speed the
keyer is currently set at. To exit the ‘command’ mode either send an X or tap the button again.
A sticker has been provided as a reminder that you can place on the keyer top or bottom if
you’d like.
A – Switch to Iambic A mode
B – Switch to Iambic B mode
C – Switch to Single Paddle mode
D – Switch to Ultimatic mode
E – Announce the speed in WPM
F – Adjust sidetone frequency
G – Switch to bug mode
N – Toggle paddle reverse
O – Toggle sidetone on/off
T – Tune mode
W – Change speed
X – Exit command mode
Z – Autospace On/Off

When using the keyer with the RemoteTX system you will have control of the frequency and
PTT as well as being able to send CW with the keyer directly. Control from the screen will
always be enabled so either way will work.
To tune around you need to touch or click the frequency display in order for the VFO knob and
buttons to change frequency and granularity of the adjustment. This takes some practice
because of the latency of the audio. I’ve found the best compromise is to have it set to the 100
cycle, or .1 kHz and tune slowly. About two clicks a second is a good rate. As you get better
you can season to taste.
To send code you change the focus by touching or clicking on the text box. Even though the
box is fairly small, continuous sending is ne. There is no need to clear the box as it will send
each character as you send it. Again, there will be some latency. As you send you will see
what the transmitter is sending in that text box. If you send a character it doesn’t understand it
will not send anything. Make sure you space the characters well or it may read TEST as NV if
you send it like I usually do. Like anything else, given a little practice and time, you will master
sending with this.
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The Clear and Word Stream items don’t matter. The Word Stream check box will disappear in
future versions and that text box may get larger.

NOTE: This keyer actually sends the characters out of the USB port no matter what you are
doing with it. If you have anything other than the RemoteTX screen up, like notepad, or an
email you are composing, it will send characters to that. This can also be fun for visitors to the
shack since you can have a text editor up and they can then see what you are sending. But
watch what you have in focus on your computer or you may nd some QSO in the middle of
that sales proposal you were working on for work.
If the keyer ever malfunctions just power down, wait a second, and power back up by
unplugging and plugging in the USB cable.
Make sure you use the USB cable that was supplied. There are two kinds of cables in the
world, one for data, and one for charging only. If you nd nothing responds like it should, you
could be using a charge only cable. So keep the supplied cable with it.
There should be no need to ever open the box, but if you do, note the 4 screws in the corners
are not truly threaded. When you put it back together, only tighten until the front plate is rmly
against the box. Do not tighten more than that. And you’ll see a sticker over the hole of the
speaker. It’s actually louder with that hole covered. There is a volume control inside. It is
turned up all the way as shipped, and the control works backwards…clockwise is lower.
Good Luck! Enjoy! And may you be 20 over to all that DX.
73
Dave, AI7R
——————
The website for the keyer is:
https://ai7r.net/radio/ai7r-usb-keyer/
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I want to thank K3NG for his original design of this keyer code and the open source community
for adding massive amounts of updates and features to it. It shows the true spirit of Amateur
Radio.

